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Chapter

A Survey of Advanced Content
Management Tools for TV
Post-Production

1

Werner Bailer, JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, DIGITAL - Insti-
tute of Information and Communication Technologies, Steyrergasse 17, 8010 Graz, Austria, 
werner.bailer@joanneum.at
Klaus Schoe↵mann, Klagenfurt University, Universitätsstr. 65–67, 9020 Klagenfurt, Austria, 
ks@itec.uni-klu.ac.at
Frank Hopfgartner, International Computer Science Institute, 1947 Center Street, Suite 600, 
Berkeley, CA, 94704, USA, fh@icsi.berkeley.edu

In TV post-production, a crucial task is to e�ciently organize large amounts of audiovisual 
content and to select the most appropriate segments for new productions. The content 
sets are often sparsely annotated and the process relies crucially on the knowledge of the 
sta↵ about the content of the materials. This is not only a cost issue but it also hinders 
the transformation of production processes towards more flexible and distributed workflows. 
Providing additional metadata and more intuitive ways for exploring and navigations content 
collections is a way to overcome this problem.

Content-based tools can e�ciently support specific tasks in the entire chain of manual 
content management (e.g., content navigation, content selection and filtering, content an-
notation) and play an important role in facilitating TV post-production. In this chapter 
we present a survey of tools and algorithms for interactive video browsing and navigation, 
with a focus on two important content domains in TV production: news and entertainment 
content. The first includes news bulletins and news magazines, and the second encompasses 
series, soaps and shows, but excludes types of content that are typically produced outside the 
TV context, such as movies. We analyze usage paradigms for interactive search, browsing 
and content navigation. Finally, evaluation and benchmarking initiatives related to the tools 
presented in the chapter are discussed. The chapter concludes by outlining possible future

1This is an Accepted Manuscript of a book chapter published by Routledge/CRC Press in TV Content Analy-
sis: Techniques and Applications on 19 March 2012, available online: http://www.routledge.com/9780429107900 or
http://www.crcpress.com/9780429107900
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2 CHAPTER 1. CONTENT MANAGEMENT TOOLS FOR POST-PRODUCTION

research issues.

1.1 Introduction

Users in TV post-production need to deal with large amounts of audiovisual content that
is often sparsely annotated and contains a high degree of redundancy. Their task is to
e�ciently organize content and select the most appropriate segments for the productions
they are working on, often under time pressure. Traditionally, these processes rely crucially
on the knowledge and memory of people who were involved in preproduction and content
capture. This is not only an issue of production costs but it also hinders the transformation
of production processes towards more flexible and distributed workflows.

Digital media asset management systems (DMAMS) provide storage, search and retrieval
functionality for audiovisual content items, supporting users in navigating, viewing and
finding relevant content items. Today, these systems still rely mostly on textual metadata.
Content-based tools can e�ciently support specific tasks in the entire process of content
management (e.g., content navigation, content selection and filtering, content annotation)
and can play an important role in facilitating TV post-production. Most commercial systems
rely on key frames displayed in result lists, as well as low-resolution proxies for preview.
Browsing is mostly restricted to using directory structures or links to di↵erent versions of
content. Only few systems provide storyboard or light table views in their user interfaces.
Autonomy Virage [108] is one of the few commercial systems integrating a range of automatic
content analysis tools.

The focus of the chapter is on tools targeting professional users in a production context
and excludes tools for end users. We describe tools and algorithms for abstracting multimedia
content in order to allow for e�cient presentations of large content sets, such as interactive
video browsing, navigation and content filtering. The term video abstract is defined in [83] as
“a sequence of still or moving images presenting the content of a video in such a way that the
respective target group is rapidly provided with concise information about the content while
the essential message of the original is preserved”. The authors of [104] use the term video
abstraction to denote all approaches for the extraction and presentation of representative
frames and for the generation of video skims. We use the term content abstraction to include
all approaches that aim at providing condensed representations of segments of a relevant or
salient single media item or a collection of such items, independent of the purpose, context,
form, creation method and presentation style of the abstract.

The existing approaches di↵er in many aspects, including user interfaces and usage
paradigms, requirements in terms of available metadata and the type of content for which
they are designed. In the following we discuss some of these aspects that are relevant in the
context of multimedia abstraction for TV post-production. For a comprehensive overview
and comparison of video abstraction methods see for example [104].

Content abstraction can be done manually, automatically or semi-automatically (e.g.,
using user input to define examples of relevant content segments [80]). A basic aspect when
creating the abstract is its purpose, which can be to objectively summarize the content
conveying all of the original message or to deliberately bias the viewer (e.g., when creating
a movie trailer or a teaser for a program, cf. [65]). In the post-production use case, the
purpose is to maximize the amount of information in the abstract that is needed to judge
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the relevance of a content item for the current task.

Somewhat related to the purpose is the context of the abstract, which may be undefined
and independent of the initial input of the user (e.g., when a user starts browsing), it can
be defined by user input, or it can be predefined, for example, when abstracts are used
for representing search results and the user’s query is known [21]. Domain knowledge also
contributes to the definition of the context, as it helps defining the relevance of content
segments. Most video abstraction approaches for sports content exploit this knowledge (e.g.,
goal scenes in soccer games are relevant). The context in TV post-production is given by
the current production a user is working on. However, while this context is possibly defined
in scripts and storyboards, it is usually not formalized in a way that is directly usable by
content management tools.

A number of aspects are related to the media type of the content to be extracted. The
dimension of the content may be a single media item (e.g., one video) or a collection of
items (an example for the visualization of a content set is presented in [85]). In the latter
case all items may be of the same or of di↵erent types (e.g., a mixed collection of videos,
still images and audio clips). The media type also determines whether the content set has a
defined order. For example, a video or audio stream has an intrinsic temporal order, and
it is in many cases desired to keep it in the abstract. In TV post-production the dimension
is given by the set of content related to a certain production. For fictional content such as
movies or series, this is often 30 times or more of the duration of the final content, and the
ratio can be potentially much higher, if a production (e.g., a documentary) makes extensive
use of archive content.

One of the most important aspects is the content structure. In [114] the authors
discriminate scripted (e.g., movies) from unscripted content (e.g., sports or news). Of course,
the boundaries between the two are very fuzzy. Another dimension of structure is edited
vs. unedited (“rushes”,“raw video”) content, and there exist rushes for both scripted and
unscripted content. For edited scripted content the abstraction algorithm can attempt to
detect and use the structure of the content (such as dialogs, e.g., in [65]), while for unscripted
(and especially also unedited) content other approaches are required (e.g., [19]). Content
structure does not only exist on the level of the single media item, but also on the level of
the collection in the case of multi-item abstracts. In some cases the collection has a “macro-
structure”, such as a set of rushes produced according to a script. The content encountered
in production is mostly unedited (except for existing programs, from which extracts might
be needed), but depending on the type of content it can be both scripted and unscripted.

There is a large variety of approaches for the presentation of abstracts. It can be
interactive or non-interactive, sequential or hierarchical, and di↵erent media types and visu-
alizations can be used.

This chapter discusses tools based on di↵erent ways of usage paradigms and presentation
methods. Section 1.2 starts with an overview of domain independent tools for browsing and
navigating content collections in post-production. The section then focuses on tools for two
important content domains in TV production: news and fictional entertainment content.
Section 1.3 discusses the di↵erent usage patterns and the considerations on user interfaces
that are derived from them. In Section 1.4 we provide an overview of methods and initiatives
for evaluating content abstraction tools and provide information on the level of maturity.
Section 1.5 concludes the chapter and outlines future research topics.
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1.2 Tools for Video Browsing and Navigation

The main goals of a video browsing tool are to enable interacting users to (i) quickly get
an overview of the content of a video and to (ii) quickly find specific video segments in it.
The first goal is important in cases where users are not yet familiar with the content, e.g.,
an editor starting with a new project and trying to get an overview of the raw material.
The second goal is important for nearly all use cases in TV post-production. Users need
e�cient ways to quickly locate specific scenes, shots, or single frames in the video through
appropriate interaction means and advanced visualizations of video content.

In the audiovisual media production process, di↵erent classes of content need to be treated
di↵erently. The reasons are the di↵erent amount of metadata that are available (or that one
can a↵ord to annotate), the di↵erent temporal granularity of productions (i.e., the lengths
of clips being used), the level of reuse of content and the production schedules. Two impor-
tant classes of audiovisual content, also commercially, are news and fictional entertainment
content, such as TV movies or series. The first consists of rather short segments, that are
heavily reused (especially when they are new, but sometimes also over longer periods), well
annotated and typically need to be brought into productions in a hurry. The second consists
of rather longer segments, specifically produced for a production according to a script, but
otherwise typically not well annotated. This section first discusses approaches that are not
targeting a specific content domain, and then discusses tools focusing on news and fictional
entertainment content respectively. Sports is the third important content domain in TV
production, but due to the large amount of quite specific approaches for di↵erent types of
sports, there is not enough room to include the topic in this chapter.

A remarkable amount of work can be found in the literature that focuses on automatic
detection of content classes (e.g., sports, news, fictional entertainment, etc.). These mul-
timedia genre classification methods usually employ machine learning algorithms (such as
Support Vector Machines [40]) on content descriptors (e.g., bag-of-visual-words [115]) in or-
der to train classifiers that are able to automatically detect di↵erent genres, often also with
fine granularity (e.g., di↵erent kinds of sports content). However, multimedia genre classifi-
cation is a large field of research; a complete survey on that topic is out of the scope of this
chapter. The interested reader is referred to recent literature, such as [58, 72, 110].

1.2.1 Domain Independent Approaches

Simple Video Players

An example of a simple but commonly used video browsing tool is a video player providing
a time-slider, often also a fast-forward feature, in addition to the playback feature. Such a
video player is a very convenient tool for video browsing as it uses simple and well-known
interaction means. Maybe more important, it is immediately usable for any video file without
any preprocessing delay, which an advanced video retrieval tool would require for content
analysis. On the other hand, however, a common video player is very poorly suited for the
task of quickly locating specific parts in a long video, because the resolution of the time-
slider is way too coarse in order to be e�ciently used for frame-based search. Moving the
time-slider by just one pixel may result in a jump of several seconds or minutes instead of
only one frame.
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This type of video player with a time line is commonly used in content management tools,
and is also included it all 28 commercial media asset management systems we surveyed.

Enhanced Video Players

In order to overcome the limitations of a common time-slider (also known as seeker-bar),
several improvements of the interaction model have been proposed [52, 51, 30, 87]. Hürst
et al. [50, 51, 52] propose the ZoomSlider (see Figure 1.1), which is a virtual hidden time-
slider available on the entire player window. When the user clicks on any position in the
player window, a time-slider for moving backward or forward appears. The granularity of
that time-slider is dependent on the vertical position of the mouse in relation to the entire
height of the player window. When the mouse is moved in vertical direction the scaling of
the time-slider changes in a linear way. The finest granularity is used at the top and the
coarsest granularity is used at the bottom of the window. Therefore, a user can zoom-in or
zoom-out the scaling of the time-slider by selecting di↵erent vertical mouse positions.

Figure 1.1: Video Navigation with the Zoom Slider [51], c�2005 IEEE

Traditional video tape recorders also allow improved navigation in video by shuttle and
jog controls. A shuttle control enables to easily change playback speed through wheel-
rotation. Complementary, a jog control enables to quickly change direction of play (forward,
backward) through an additional wheel. The combined usage of shuttle/jog controls allows
for a convenient navigation through a video. This interaction model has been adopted by
video players and video editing products (e.g., Apple’s Final Cut [54], Avid’s DS System [55],
or MAGIX’s Movie Edit Pro [3]) that provide a virtual wheel for improved navigation. It
allows a user to more accurately locate specific positions/frames in video.

Dragicevic et al. [31] propose relative flow dragging as an alternative to improved time-
sliders and shuttle/jog controls for frame-accurate positioning. Relative flow dragging is a
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technique to move forward and backward in a video by direct mouse manipulation of content
objects. They use an optical flow estimation algorithm based on SIFT [67] salient feature
points of two consecutive frames, which is very computationally intensive and, thus, time-
consuming. A user study was conducted, where specific events in videos had to be found
(e.g., Where does the car starts to move? or Where does the ladybug pass over a specific
point? ). In a 2 technique ⇥ 2 task within-participant design, subjects were asked to solve
tasks either with relative flow dragging or with a traditional seeker-bar. The results of their
study show that participants were at least 2.5 times faster with relative flow dragging than
with the traditional seeker-bar.

Pongnumkul et al. [87] propose an interaction model for a time-slider that integrates both
low-speed navigation and high-speed navigation into one single control element. Their elastic
timeline dynamically switches navigation granularity based on the horizontal and vertical
distance of the mouse pointer to the handle (thumb) of the time-slider. If the user keeps the
mouse pointer close to the handle, the time-slider works in low-speed browsing mode. When
the user pulls the mouse pointer far away from the handle, the time-slider enters high-speed
browsing mode.

Such improved interaction models allow a more flexible navigation in the video and/or
more accurate locating of specific content units (scenes, shots, frames). However, they don’t
give any additional visual information about the content structure. Therefore, several visual
enhancements of the common time-slider have been proposed in the literature. For instance,
Barbieri et al. [11] propose to enhance the background of the time-slider with vertical color
lines (see Figure 1.2), representing information about the content (e.g., the dominant color
of every frame, or the volume level of the corresponding audio channel). This idea helps to
reduce the number of interactions with the time-slider as it can directly show where shots
start or stop and where segments of a specific dominant color of audio volume are located. In
order to be appropriate for both short and long videos they propose to use two time-sliders
of di↵erent sensibility, e.g., the first one for fast navigation and the second one for slow
navigation in a particular segment. A similar idea has been presented by Moraveji [75], who
propose to display distinctive colors in the background of the time-slider as abstraction for
di↵erent semantic concepts (e.g., cars, persons, faces, etc.). Chen et al. [17] use the same idea
to visualize emotions of a specific actor/actress in sitcoms with the EmoPlayer. Rehatschek
et al. [91] use frame stripes as time-slider to improve navigation in a video. Frame stripes
are images constructed by adjacent visualizations of the center columns of frames. This kind
of content abstraction implicitly conveys information about content structure and motion of
a scene (in addition to the general color tone of a scene).

Figure 1.2: Visualization of the ColorBrowser without(above) and with(below) a smoothen-
ing filter [11], c�2001 IEEE
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A more general concept of Interactive Navigation Summaries (INS) is proposed by Schoe↵-
mann et al. [96]. An INS consists of an overview component that contains a zoom-window
for a specific time segment of a video, which can be moved and resized by the user. The
zoom-window defines the time segment of the video shown in the detailed component. Both
components act as time-sliders but visualize abstract information about the content in the
background. Several examples of content abstractions (see Figure 1.3) for INS have been
presented (e.g., color flow [97] and motion flow [99]).

Figure 1.3: Examples of di↵erent implementations of Interactive Navigation Summaries. (for
details see [95])

The fast-forward mode (e.g., 2x, 4x, 8x playback speed) provides not only a simple way of
getting a quick overview about the content of a video but also a convenient way to jump to the
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next segment of interest. In a large user test with 200 users, Crockford et al. [24] found out
that when searching for specific content in a video with a VCR-like control set (play, pause,
fast-forward, fast-reverse, stop) speed-switching is the predominant search technique (most-
used and fastest). Speed-switching is defined as a combination of play and fast-forward,
where the user switches the playback speed according to the experienced level of interest
(for example: play, 2x, 4x, 2x, play). So, when users believe the searched content is hardly
to appear in the current segment, the switch to fast-forward and switch back to play when
they think the searched scene is just to appear. Therefore, improving fast-forward may have
a high significance for the performance of search tasks in videos.

Divakaran et al. [82] propose to use an adaptive fast playback feature (see Figure 1.4) that
is based on the complexity of scenes in the video. The main idea is to enable quick skimming
through a video by an adaptive playback function that automatically plays complex scenes
at lower (or normal) speed and less complex scenes at higher speed. In order to determine
the complexity of scenes content analysis is used. The same idea was used by Cheng et
al. [18] for the SmartPlayer. It uses an automatic playback speed adaptation function that is
based on scene complexity, which is learned through motion analysis. Their player has been
designed in accordance with the ”scenic car driving” metaphor, where a driver slows down
at interesting areas and speeds up through unexciting areas.

Figure 1.4: A video browsing enhanced personal video recorder[28], c�2007 IEEE

Pongnumkul et al. [86] also propose a similar feature for dynamic video skimming, which
is, however, more sophisticated. They argue that fast-forwarding at very high speed is very
hard to perceive by a human because only unrelated frames are shown to the user. So instead
of simply speeding up the whole content, they play short clips (one second) at a playback
speed of 2x and perform a discrete jump forward to maintain the desired average video speed.
In order to perform ”good jumps”, they use a shot-boundary detection method to find out
all key frames and generate key-clips that are located one second around the key frame. The
jump is always performed to the nearest key-clip. Yang et al. [16] propose the Smart Video
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Player (see Figure 1.5) to facilitate browsing and seeking in videos. It provides a filmstrip
view in the bottom part of the screen, which shows key frames of the shots of the video.
The user can set the level of detail for that view and, thus, extend or reduce the number of
shots/key frames displayed within the filmstrip.

Figure 1.5: The Smart Video Player [16], c�2008 IEEE

Approaches based on Key Frames

Storyboards A storyboard is a grid-like alignment of key frames of shots that is used to
browse through the content of a video or through the results of a query in a video retrieval
application. As one of the first, Arman et al. [5] proposed to use the concept of key frames,
which are representative frames of shots, for chronological browsing the content of a video
sequence. For every shot a key frame is selected and the storyboard as chronological list
of key frames is used to browse through the content of a video. For visualization of the
results, they propose to display good results in original size (e.g., 100%), somewhat similar
results in smaller size (e.g., 33%) and bad results in an even smaller size (e.g., 5%). A
user study of Komlodi et al. [62] in 1998 revealed that simple storyboards are preferred
by users over dynamic approaches, even if additional time is required to interact with the
user interface (scroll bars) and for eye movements. Dynamic approaches such as slide shows
often display the content with a fixed frame rate and do not allow the user to adjust it.
Storyboards have been used as basis for many tools, especially in the field of video retrieval.
A comprehensive study is out of the scope of this book chapter but can be found in [98].
More recent approaches, such as the VisionGo system [77], use keyboard shortcuts to quickly
scroll through the list of key frames and/or to provide relevance feedback. Practically all
commercial media asset management systems extract key frames for representing media
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items (many shot-based or at fixed intervals) and use them in storyboards or content time
lines. In the latter case, either time line or light table visualizations are used.

Content Hierarchies Jansen et al. [57] propose to use VideoTrees for navigation through
a video (see Figure 1.6). A VideoTree is a hierarchical tree-like temporal presentation of a
video through key frames. The key frames are placed adjacently to their parents and siblings
such that no edge lines are required to show the a�liation of a node. With each depth level
the level-of-detail increases as well until shot-level granularity. For example, a user may
navigate from a semantic root segment to one of the subjacent scenes, then to one of the
subjacent shot groups, and finally to one of the subjacent shots. The current selected node
in the tree is always centered, showing the context (i.e., a few of the adjacent nodes) in the
surrounding area. In a user study with 15 participants they show that the VideoTrees can
outperform storyboards (a matrix-like alignment of key frames) regarding the search time
(1.14 times faster). However, the study also reveales that users find the classical storyboard
much easier and clearer.

Figure 1.6: Video browsing with the VideoTree [57]

Eidenberger [35] proposes a video browsing approach that uses similarity-based cluster-
ing. More precisely, a Self-Organizing Map (SOM), which is a neural network that uses
feed-forward learning, is employed as a similarity-based clustering method. Visually similar
segments of a video are grouped together and visualized in hierarchically organized index
trees. The clusters are visualized as hexagonally shaped cells showing key frames of shots.
The user can interactively select a certain cell and step one layer deeper in the hierarchi-
cal tree structure to see more details of the selected shot. Del Fabro et al. [26] propose a
hierarchical video browser that enables uniform temporal decomposition of a video by inter-
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action. The browser uses an m ⇥ n storyboard that contains key frames uniformly sampled
from the video content. The user is able to specify the size of the storyboard (e.g., select
m and n) and go into details of a selected segment by a left-mouse click. For instance, if
m = 2, n = 2 the four key frames at the top-level are uniformly selected from the whole
video (one key frame per quarter) and when the user clicks on the second key frame, for
instance, the storyboard is reloaded with new key frames from the second quarter segment
of the video. In that way a user can delve into details of a specific segment until frame-level
granularity and go back the hierarchy by a right-mouse click. Each segment can be further
inspected by an own time-slider and a double click will start playback for the corresponding
segment. The browser is called the Instant Video Browser as it requires no content analysis
and is immediately usable for a newly recorded video.

Bailer et al. [10] argue for an automatic generation of condensed abstracts that shall ease
access to videos. Therefore, they introduce a multimedia content abstraction process that
aims at providing condensed representation of segments of video documents. The process can
be divided into five generic steps, the most important ones being clustering of video content in
order to identify similarities, selection of representative clusters and the presentation of these
clusters in a graphical user interface (see Figure 1.7). In their paper, they introduce a video
browsing tool for content management which is designed based on these steps. The central
component of their graphical user interface is a light table where video segment clusters
are displayed by representative key frames. The user can manipulate this representation by
selecting di↵erent features used for clustering (e.g., camera motion, visual activity, faces,
etc.). The user can further decide to select a subset of clusters that seem to be relevant and
discard the others. This way, the system supports the user in exploring the video content
step by step.

3D(-like) Visualizations In the last decade most computer systems became equipped
with hardware to support 3D graphics. Therefore, video search and navigation tools could
also take advantage of 3D graphics: (i) use 3D transformations (e.g., rotation) in order to
display more key frames on a 2D screen at-a-glance instead of planar arrangements, (ii) allow
users to interactively navigate through a 3D space of content representation and focus on
content of interest only. Instead of making all key frames equally visible, 3D graphics would
also inherently allow to display more important key frames at larger size and less important
key frames in smaller size. With interactive navigation users would be able to change the
perspective to their current needs, so that key frames considered as less-important by the
system will be larger in size. However, it is not clear yet whether such a 3D representation
is beneficial for interactive search tasks. In the literature only a few approaches for video
search and navigation can be found that take advantage of real 3D graphics.

In an early work, Manske [69] proposes to use a Cone-Tree-like representation of key frame
hierarchies. A ”side-view” has been chosen as perspective enabling to see many transformed
key frames at a glance. A user is able to open and close sub-trees in order to inspect specific
segments in more detail and to switch to a front-view perspective based on a selected key
frame. Moreover, a feature for an automatic walk through the whole video-tree in its temporal
sequence is supported. Unfortunately no evaluation has been done, which would assess the
performance of such a content representation. The Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories
(MERL) propose several techniques for improved navigation within a video through content
presentation with rather simple 3D transformations. For example, the Squeeze layout and
the Fisheye layout [27] (see Figure 1.8) are proposed for improved fast-forward and rewind
with personal digital video recorders. With a user study they show that their approach can
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Figure 1.7: Video Browsing Tool as proposed by Bailer et al.[10]

significantly outperform the VCR-like navigation set in accuracy. However, no significant
di↵erence was found in the task completion time.

Figure 1.8: The Squeeze and Fisheye layout for improved Fast-forward and Rewind [27],
c�2007 IEEE

De Rooij et al. [25] propose the CrossBrowser that uses a 3D-like visualization of key
frames. The interface consists of two key frames/shot paths, called video threads. The
horizontal video thread adheres to the temporal sequence of shots in the video, while the
vertical video thread displays visually (or semantically) similar shots according to the user-
selected center-shot of the horizontal thread.
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1.2.2 News Content

An important characteristic of news content is the fact that clips are entirely or partially
reused in many broadcasts, not only within one organization, but also across organizations,
using, e.g., content from distribution networks such as Eurovision. When analyzing complete
news broadcasts, the segmentation into the individual news stories is also a relevant topic.
In addition, near duplicates exist, as at many events the cameras of di↵erent broadcasters
record the same scene from di↵erent, but nearby positions. Finally, news stories develop
over time, thus there is content often showing the same scene at di↵erent times, and in some
cases the content di↵ers only marginally. Grouping related clips of news content is thus an
important tool to organize news content, known as news topic threading.

Browsing

For browsing story-based video content like news, interviews, or sports summaries Goeau et
al. [36] propose the Table of Video Contents (TOC). Several types of content features are
used to decompose the content into semantic units, which are the basis for an improved visu-
alization that facilitates browsing and navigation. Their visualization uses a Video Backbone
that can e↵ectively show the content structure. For a news video, every news story is shown
as a loop of key frames originating from that backbone, while the rather short moderation
scenes appear directly along the backbone. Tang et al. [103] propose the NewsEye, an ap-
plication for improved news story browsing. With unsupervised fuzzy k-means clustering
the content is first segmented into shots. Then, the shots are grouped together in order to
form several di↵erent news stories. Their VideoPlayer-like interface contains an own panel
showing key frames of all the shots in the current news story as well as the detected caption
text based on OCR, which can also be used with a text-based search. Liu et al. [66] propose
a news video browsing system called NewsBR, which is very similar to the above mentioned
NewsEye. The news story segmentation uses a shot detection method, silence clip detection
and OCR to detect text of a news topic. Their interface shows a TOC (in combination with
a key frame preview) according to the story segmentation which can be used as navigation
means. It also provides a keyword-based search on the extracted caption text. Vakkalanka
et al. [106] describe a news video indexing, browsing and retrieval system, called NVIBRS.
Their system performs shot detection and news story segmentation based on localization of
anchorperson frames. The interface of their application provides a tree view of all detected
news story units in a video and shows key frames of the currently selected story as a naviga-
tion means. It also allows a user to perform a textual query by specifying the desired video
category as the news content is categorized into a few categories.

News Story Segmentation

In the news video domain, the coherent segments of a broadcast are news stories, commonly
defined as segments with a coherent news focus which contain at least two independent
declarative clauses. Chaisorn et al. [15] argue that the internal structure of news stories
depends on the broadcast station’s style. While some stories consist of anchor person shots
only, often with a changing background image, other stories can consist of multiple di↵erent
shots, e.g., other anchor persons, graphics or animations, interview scenes or shots of meet-
ings. News story segmentation is essentially finding the boundaries where one story ends
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and the other begins.

Various text-based, audiovisual-based and combinations of all features have been studied
to segment news videos accordingly. Based on the observation that the structure depends
on the broadcast station, some methods use prior knowledges for the segmentation. The
detection of the repeated appearance of anchor person shots is exploited by several methods,
either by using classifiers for anchor person shots [48, 84] or similarity search [109, 117].

The basic features employed in many of the approaches are visual similarity between shots
within a time window and the temporal distance between shots, e.g., [79, 39, 101, 34]. Some
approaches use additionally the similarity of faces appearing in the shots [39]. The audio
signal is used in many approaches to detect pauses, speaker changes or changes between
music and speech. Other audio-based methods are the detection of jingles [90] and the
detection of changes in the acoustic environment, such as changes of the signal-to-noise ratio
(to discriminate studio from outside shots) [39]. A number of approaches also use text
from transcripts or automated speech recognition. Some use the text to find similar word
appearances in di↵erent shots [48, 39] or watch for trigger phrases that indicate certain types
of shots [34].

Some of the reported approaches are based on supervised learning approaches. The
approaches discussed in [48] and [101] are based on classifying boundary candidates into
story boundaries and non story boundaries using the expectation-maximization algorithm
(EM) and support vector machines (SVMs) respectively. The approach in [15] is based on
shot classification using a hidden Markov model (HMM). The approach reported in [117]
uses a model called shot connectivity graph (SCG). Shots are classified and each node in
the graph represents a shot, the edges are transitions from one shot to another. As it is
expected that anchor person shots reappear, the task is to search for cycles in the graph.
Special types of shots are detected using other features, such as word spotting for detecting
sports shots and greenish/bluish color impression to detect weather shots. Detailed surveys
of the earlier research on news story segmentation are given by Arlandis et al. [4] and Chua
et al. [22].

Recently, research has moved to combining more modalities, applying more powerful
language processing, including multilingual approaches (e.g., [92]), and use of contextual
knowledge. In [71] anchor shots are detected based on both visual and speaker features. In
addition, the fact that most story changes are related to a change of the type of of camera shot
is exploited. [74] use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on the text transcript in addition
to the detection of anchor person shots. Also the approach presented in [68] uses Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) in addition to cue word spotting, anchor shot detection and audio
type detection. The authors of [107] model the social network between the persons appearing
in the news, and create a segmentation based on the assumption that persons appearing in
the same news story are stronger related than those appearing in di↵erent stories. The
authors of [88] have conducted a thorough survey of the performance of di↵erent types of
features for news story segmentation.

News Story Threading

Near-duplicate detection is used for topic tracking of news stories as they develop over time.
Some approaches work on a story level and use features such as speech transcripts [49] that
are often not available in other content such as rushes. The approach proposed in [53]
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uses a transcript (obtained e.g., from ASR) to perform news story segmentation and topic
threading.

The approach proposed in [33] works on matching sequences of key frames, tolerating
gaps and insertions. Starting from single matching key frames, the search for matching
sequences is performed temporally around these key frames. The authors of [113] propose
a co-clustering approach for near duplicate key frames based on a bipartite graph model
including both visual and textual information. In [118] an approach combining textual
matching of ASR transcripts, matching of extended face regions for key frames showing
faces and a�ne matching of non-face key frames is proposed. An approach using visual
concept detection, together with time constraints is proposed in [60]. An important result of
this paper is that the most useful concepts for story tracking are settings, followed by named
persons.

In [94] a near duplicate video detection approach based on feature point trajectories is
proposed. An inconsistency descriptor is extracted from a spatio-temporal patch around
the feature points and from a binary discontinuity sequence is determined by detecting
local maxima after Gaussian smoothing of the inconsistency sequence. E�cient matching
is performed using the discontinuity sequence representation and histograms representing
temporal o↵sets.

1.2.3 Fictional Content

In film and video production usually large amounts of raw material (“rushes”) are shot
and only a small fraction of this material is used in the final edited content. The reason
for shooting that amount of material is that the same scene is often taken from di↵erent
camera positions and several alternative takes for each of them are recorded, partly because
of mistakes of the actors or technical failures, partly to experiment with di↵erent artistic
options. The action performed in each of these takes is similar, but not identical, e.g., has
omissions and insertions, or object and actor positions and trajectories are slightly di↵erent.
In addition there are takes that stop earlier (mostly due to mistakes) or start in the middle
of the scene (“pickups”). The result of this practice in production is that users dealing
with rushes have to handle large amounts of audiovisual material which makes viewing and
navigation di�cult. In post-production, editors need to view and organize the material in
order to select the best takes to be used. The ratio between the playtime of the rushes and
that of the edited content is often 30:1 or more.

The task of the editor can be facilitated by identifying near-duplicate video segments in
order to group them. One of the most prominent applications for near-duplicate detection is
finding illegal copies of video content (cf. [38, 37]). A related problem is the identification of
known unwanted content in public access video databases [23]. These applications are based
on the following assumptions: (i) the actual content of the videos to be matched is identical,
(ii) partial matches need to be identified and (iii) the algorithm needs to be robust against
a number of distortions, such as changes of sampling parameters, noise, encoding artifacts,
cropping, change of aspect ratio etc. The first assumption is not valid for clustering takes of
fictional content, while robustness to distortions is only necessary to a limited degree in this
application, as the content to be matched is captured and processed under similar conditions.

The authors of [93] propose an approach for clustering repeated takes into scenes using
agglomerative hierarchical clustering of feature vectors. In [78], a near duplicate key frame
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detection approach based on PCA-SIFT matching between feature points extracted using
the Hessian-a�ne detector is proposed. Using an e�cient indexing structure, approximate
k-NN matching between PCA-SIFT descriptors is performed, looking for parallel or zoom-
like patterns of matching between key frames. The matching sequences are found using
transitivity of matches and temporal proximity constraints.

The problem of matching video segments can also be transformed into a problem of
matching sequences of feature vectors extracted from the video segments. The feature vectors
can contain arbitrary features and can be sampled with di↵erent rate from the videos. The
task is then to find suitable distance measures between sequences of these feature vectors.
Two classes of approaches have been proposed for this problem. One is based on the Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) paradigm [76], which tries to align the samples of the sequences so
that the temporal order is kept but the distance is globally minimized. The approach has
been applied to detecting repeated takes in rushes video [61]. The authors of [102] propose
a method that is conceptually very similar to DTW but includes further strict constraints,
e.g., it is assumed that start and end of the two video segments are temporally aligned and
only the content in between may vary in timing. The distance measure Nearest Feature
Line (NFL) [119] is also conceptually related. It does not align samples of the two sequences
but calculates the nearest point as the intersection of a line that is orthogonal to the line
between two samples in feature space and passes through a sample of the other sequence.
The distances in feature space between the intersection points and the corresponding points
in the other feature sequence are summed to yield the total distance of the sequences.

The other class of distance measures is based on the idea of the edit distance between
strings, i.e., the cost of inserting, deleting or replacing samples in the sequence. The authors
of [2] propose such a measure called vString edit distance. The values of vectors in the
feature sequence are mapped to a set of discrete symbols and three new edit operations
are introduced: fusion/fission of symbols (in order to deal with speed changes), swapping
of symbols or blocks of symbols and insertion/deletion of shot boundaries. The distance is
defined as a weighted linear combination of the traditional edit distance (using only equality
or inequality of the symbols) and a modified one taking also the di↵erence between the
symbol values into account. The drawbacks are that the sequence of feature vectors needs
to be mapped to a discrete set of symbols and that operations such as fission/fusion and
handling of shot boundaries need to be modeled separately. In [7] a method based on the
Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) model, a variant of the edit distance supporting gaps
in the match, has been proposed. The method addresses the problem of clustering repeated
takes of a scene, which might have insertions, omissions or di↵erent timing. The authors
of [12] also propose a method for matching clips in video databases using color similarity and
edit distance, avoiding discretization of the feature vectors. A similar approach using the
edit distance and di↵erent costs for substition, deletion and insertion is proposed in [116].
The method for clustering takes into scenes which is proposed in [32] also uses a variant of
the edit distance. Hierarchical clustering of segments with duration one second is performed
and yields the cost for matching two segments, which together with a cost for gaps is used
to determine the optimal alignment.
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1.3 Paradigms for Interactive Search, Browsing and Content Nav-
igation

An important concept in interactive video search is the design of graphical user interfaces
that allow the users to both express their information need and to interact with the retrieval
results. As we have shown in the previous section, the specific nature of video data requires
rather complex graphical user interfaces. In this section, we introduce di↵erent interaction
patterns that can be observed when interacting with such systems. Understanding usage
interactions is of particular interest in the field of adaptive retrieval since users’ implicit
interactions can be interpreted in order to identify users’ interests and to adapt retrieval
results accordingly (e.g., [44, 47]). These usage patterns have the potential to significantly
improve the performance of content management tools. A large variety of di↵erent interface
designs exist and thus, the way users interact with these interfaces di↵ers significantly from
their textual counterparts. Graphical user interfaces of both textual and multimedia domains
are designed to assist users in their information seeking task. Dix et al. [29] argue that user
interactions in interactive systems can be represented as a series of low-level events, e.g. key
presses or mouse clicks. These events are the most basic interactions that users can perform
during their interaction. The interfaces that have been surveyed in [98] provide various low-
level events that users can trigger while interacting with given documents. Any action that
users perform during their information seeking activity, further referred to as their search
session, consists of a series of these events. A further analysis reveals the following six events:

• Previewing: Hovering the mouse over a key frame. This can result in a tool tip showing
neighbored key frames and additional text or in highlighting the query terms in the text
associated with the key frame. This low-level event indicates further interest in a key
frame as the user receives additional information about the result.

• Clicking result: Click, e.g., on a key frame, to trigger playback of a video shot or to
perform further actions. This event indicates the users’ interest in the video shot which
is represented by the key frame.

• Sliding: Using the sliding bar to navigate through a video. This event indicates further
interest in the video. Users appear to slide through a video when the initial shot is not
exactly what they were searching for but when they believe that the rest of the video
might contain other relevant shots. Hence, the initial shot might not be an exact match
of the users’ need but raises hope to find something of relevance in the same video.

• Exploring: Looking at metadata (date of event, capture location, production notes,...).
By performing this event, users show a higher interest in the current shot, as they
want to get additional information. This information can help them to judge about
the relevance of the shot. A user for example might search for a specific news event
such as a certain speech of the president of the United States. In such cases, the direct
correlation between capture date and event date can help to identify relevant shots of
the speech itself, comments on expectations from just before and reactions of politicians
and commenters shortly afterwards.

• Browsing: Browsing through a video by clicking on its neighbored key frames. Similar
to using the sliding bar to navigate through a video, this feedback indicates users’
interest in this shot. Unlike using the sliding bar, browsing indicates that users suspect
a relevant shot in the neighborhood of the current shot.
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• Viewing: Viewing a video. The playing duration of a video might indicate users’ interest
in the content of the video.

Bezold [13] describes such event series as probabilistic finite-state automata. Considering
that each low-level event combination within a user’s interaction sequence depends on the
preceding event, we argue that user interactions can be simplified in a Markov Chain [73].
Markov Chains consist of states and transitions between these states. A state change is
triggered by a certain event with a certain probability. In the remainder of this section, we
introduce example Markov Chains that represent possible user action sequences consisting
of low-level events when users interact with a given document using an interactive video
retrieval system. Note that due to simplicity reasons, the scenarios cover some possible user
interaction, not necessarily a user interaction including all features an interface can provide.

User Action Sequence S1 (Preview-Click’n’View)

Sequence S1 combines three di↵erent low-level events, encompassing all interfaces that pro-
vide the minimal functionalities of previewing, clicking on a key frame in the result set and
viewing the video shot. Due to these functionalities, we refer to this sequence as “Preview-
Click’n’View”. Example interfaces that allow this event combination have been presented in
[20, 45]. Possible low-level event combinations are visualized in Figure 1.9.

Previewing

Clicking 
result

Viewing
Retrieval 

result 
presentation

Figure 1.9: Possible event combinations on a given document in Sequence S1

Given a displayed document, denoted “Retrieval result presentation” in above figure, this
sequence models users (i) hovering the mouse over listed key frames to get some additional
information of the shot, e.g., in a tool tip (previewing). Further, the users may (ii) click on
the key frame (clicking result) to (iii) start playing a video (viewing).

User Action Sequence S2 (Click’n’Browse)

Sequence S2, referred to as “Click’n’Browse”, combines two low-level events that can be
given when interacting with a document: clicking a result on a result list to display the
video and its key frames, followed by browsing these key frames. An example interface
supporting this sequence is introduced by Heesch et al. [41]. In this interface, information is
presented on di↵erent panels. Retrieval results are represented by key frames. Clicking on
one key frame in a result panel will set focus on that key frame and update all other panels.
One panel contains the neighbored key frames in a fish eye presentation. In this panel, a
user can browse through the results. Possible low-level event combinations are visualized in
Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10: Possible event combinations on a given document in Sequence S2

In this sequence, users can (i) click on a key frame in the result list (clicking result) and (ii)
browse through its presented neighbored frames (browsing).

User Action Sequence S3 (Click-View-Explore’n’Slide)

The third sequence S3 covers an event combination which can be achieved when interacting
with a document using the text-only video retrieval system provided by Browne et al. [14].
Their web interface ranks retrieved results in a list of relevant video programs. Each row
displays the most relevant key frame, surrounded by its two neighbored key frames. Below the
shots, the text associated with the result is presented. The query terms which are associated
with the key frame are highlighted when the user moves the mouse over the key frame. When
clicking on a key frame, the represented video shot can be played. Di↵erent from S1 and S2,
this sequence considers two additional low-level events: highlighting metadata (exploring)
and using a sliding bar (sliding). We refer to this scenario as “Click-View-Explore’n’Slide”.
Possible low-level event combinations are visualized in Figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.11: Possible event combinations on a given document in Sequence S3

In this sequence, users can (i) click on a key frame (clicking result) to trigger (ii) video
playback (viewing). They can (iii) highlight associated query terms (exploring) and (iv)
navigate through the video using a sliding bar (sliding).

User Action Sequence S4 (Preview-Click-View’n’Browse)

This sequence models the users’ interaction on a given document using the system provided
by Hopfgartner et al. [45]. In their interface, retrieved video shots, represented by a key
frame, are listed in a result panel. Hovering the mouse over a key frame will highlight a tool
tip showing its neighbored key frames and the associated text (previewing). When clicking on
a key frame, the corresponding video is played (viewing). The video which is currently played
is surrounded by its neighbored key frames. Users can click on them and browse through
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the current video (browsing). We refer to this sequence as “Preview-Click-View’n’Browse”.
Possible low-level event combinations are visualized in Figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.12: Possible event combinations on a given document in Sequence S4

In this sequence, users can (i) highlight additional information in moving the mouse over a
retrieved key frame to get some additional information of the shot (neighbored key frames
and text from the speech recognition software) (previewing), (ii) click on a key frame of
a result list (clicking result) and (iii) play a video (viewing). Also, they can (iv) browse
through the video to find new results in the same video (browsing).

User Action Sequence S5 (Click’n’More)

Sequence S5 is the most complex of all introduced sequences. It is based on the retrieval
interface by Christel and Conescu [20]. In this interface, retrieved results are represented by
key frames and presented in a list. Clicking on one key frame, the user can choose to explicitly
mark a shot as relevant (providing explicit relevance feedback), to play the video (viewing)
or to display additional information (exploring). Further, it allows to browse displayed
key frames (browsing) and slide through the video (sliding). We refer to this sequence as
“Click’n’More”. Possible low-level event combinations are visualized in Figure 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: Possible event combinations on a given document in Sequence S5

In this sequence, users can (i) click on a key frame in the result list (clicking result) and
(ii) play a video (viewing). They can also (iii) use the sliding bar (sliding). Users may
(iv) browse through the video to find new results in the same video (browsing). Moreover,
they can (v) show additional video information and sort results by date and broadcasting
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station (exploring). Besides, they can explicitly judge the relevance of a video shot (providing
explicit relevance feedback).

The introduced user interaction scenarios illustrate that the design of graphical video
retrieval interfaces directly influence user behavior patterns. Even though users might follow
the same aim, i.e., finding documents of interest, the interface design forces them to interact
di↵erently. Sequence S2, for example, shows that users can interact with video results
without viewing the actual video. In sequence S3, however, viewing a video is essential
while interacting with the results. Consequently, Hopfgartner and Jose [42] argue that the
interpretation and importance of the implicit indicators of relevance depend on the interface
context. By applying the above introduced scenarios, they simulate users providing implicit
relevance feedback while performing a retrieval task over multiple iterations. They conclude
that these features can be seen as implicit indicator of relevance and thus, retrieval results
can be adapted to the user’s current interest. Further applications of this implicit relevance
feedback in the video domain have been presented in [43, 46].

1.4 Evaluation and Benchmarking

This section reviews the evaluation methods for browsing and interactive search, near du-
plicate detection as well as for event detection and linking video content by occurrence of
objects, persons and places.

1.4.1 Browsing and Interactive Search

As pointed out in [111] evaluation of browsing and exploratory search tools is still an open
issue. In the information retrieval and multimedia information retrieval community evalua-
tions following the Cranfield paradigm, which is also used by the TREC (text) and TRECVID
(video) [100] retrieval benchmarks, has been widely adopted. This type of evaluation is
system or component centric and answers a well defined information need, i.e., question an-
swering or fact finding. In browsing or exploratory search the user’s information need may
not be well-defined [112]. User centric evaluation methods such as surveys take the context
of the user’s task when using a system into account. The issue of limited correspondence
between these evaluation methods has been discussed for information retrieval systems [105].

Most of the literature on evaluation of exploratory search deals with text documents. In
the multimedia domain evaluation approaches for summarization and skimming systems of-
ten deal only with single multimedia documents, rather than with collections. The following
classes of evaluation approaches have been proposed (of course combinations of the methods
from di↵erent classes are sometimes used).

Survey The users are asked about their experience with the tool, their satisfaction with
the results and the relevance of certain features of the tool (e.g., [89]). This type of
evaluation does not require any ground truth or specific preparation of a data set.

Analysis of system logs This approach uses either server-side logs [1] or specific client
applications that log user actions [56]. The main advantage is that evaluation does
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not interfere with the user’s work with the system and that the approach can be used
for long-term studies. However, comparison across di↵erent types of tasks and systems
might be di�cult.

Question answering Users are asked fact finding questions about the content in order to
evaluate whether they have found the correct segment of content or were able to extract
information from the collection of multimedia documents (e.g., [59]). The questions
can be open or in the form of a multiple choice test (quiz). The correctness of answers
to open questions needs to be checked by a human, while multiple choice tests can be
very e�ciently evaluated once the ground truth for a specific data set has been created.

Indirect evaluation The user performs a task using the tool or system. Based on the
success of this task the e↵ectiveness of the tool can be measured. The task can for
example be a content retrieval task [9] or gathering information from a meeting archive
browser [63]. Once ground truth for theses tasks has been created the answers can be
checked automatically.

In [8] two TRECVID style fact-finding approaches, a retrieval and a question answering
task, and a user survey were applied to the evaluation of a video browsing tool for use in
movie and TV post-production. The retrieval task correlates better with the user expe-
rience according to the survey than the question answering tasks. As retrieving relevant
content is also closer to the real-world application of the tool than finding facts about the
content, it seems to be the more appropriate evaluation method in this case, although it is
a costly method due to the e↵orts for data set and ground truth preparation. The authors
conclude that surveys are rather suitable for comparing the general usability of tools for
certain applications than for getting information about strengths and weaknesses of specific
functionalities of a tool.

In 2005 and 2006 the TRECVID video retrieval benchmarking initiative [100] organized
a pilot task for exploring rushes material. Some participants used interactive search and
browsing approaches. For the pilot task no specific evaluation scheme was defined, and most
participants evaluated specific feature detectors rather than the overall systems. In general
the results show that the recall scores are lower than precision in such an application. The
di�culty in evaluating such a task led TRECVID to move to video skimming of rushes video
from 2007 onwards.

1.4.2 Near Duplicate Detection

Di↵erent measures for evaluating near duplicate video detection are found in literature. A
recent study [6] found the following measures are applied for evaluating near duplicate video
detection: three variants of precision/recall based measures, a measure based on normal-
ized mutual information, and three measures coming from classic copy detection, i.e., two
measures used in the MUSCLE VCD benchmark [64] and the one used in the TRECVID
benchmark [100] content-based copy detection task. The measure di↵ers in several dimen-
sions, such as providing frame or segment precision, requiring the same segmentation for
ground truth and results and support for evaluation of clustering per scene/topic. There are
further methods used for evaluating near duplicate detection that require additional meta-
data (e.g., topic labels), such as the measure for evaluating news story threading in [33].
However, as they are not generally applicable this additional metadata are not available in
all tasks that are relevant for near duplicate detection.
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In the TRECVID 2007 and 2008 rushes summarization experiments, the redundancy of
the summaries was judged by the evaluators, which is an indirect measure of how well removal
of near duplicates works in the summary generation process. The evaluators used a five
point scale. The results are in the range 2 to 4, with both mean and median 3.33 [81]. Other
results for near duplicate detection are di�cult to compare due to di↵erent task context,
data sets and measures. On the TRECVID data set, equal precision/recall of around 0.7 [7]
or precision of up to 0.85 at recall of 0.3 [32] are reported.

In [6] the correlations of the di↵erent measures on real algorithm results as well as on
simulated results have been analyzed, as well as their correlation with human judgment
of redundancy from the TRECVID rushes experiments. The results show that depending
on the type of di↵erences (segments added, dropped, shifted) between ground truth and
results the correlation between the measures can in some cases be quite low, so that results
obtained from di↵erent measures cannot be compared as it is sometimes found in literature.
Shifting segment boundaries has the strongest impact on the correlation of the measures, and
does not only a↵ect frame based measures, but also shot based ones that assume alignment
between result and truth segments. In general there is no grouping into frame and segment
based measures. However, the di↵erent variants of precision/recall type measures have higher
correlations among them than others. For obtaining comparable evaluation results, choosing
one of the measures from the well correlated group seems to be advantageous. The aligned
cluster and frame based precision/recall measures both do not require the same segmentation
on ground truth and result set and support clustering. These are useful properties for many
practical problems. The correlation of the measures with human perception is generally weak,
but rank correlation is slightly higher. The frame based precision/recall measure performs
best with a correlation coe�cient of 0.37. Human perception seems to take a broader range
of factors into account than covered by near duplicate detection methods.

1.4.3 Event Detection and Instance Linking

Related emerging topics are event detection in video and linking of video segments based
on recurring objects, persons or places. In 2010, TRECVID included new tasks to address
these emerging research topics. The multimedia event detection task aims at finding complex
events in video. A normalized detection cost measure has been used, and the results were
quite good, i.e., most runs were clearly below the baseline cost of reporting no events (and
thus no false positives). However, some groups tried dynamic features for representing the
events, that did not outperform static features. The other new task targets detecting the
occurrence of the same object instance, person or location in a moderately large database.
The instances di↵er strongly in terms of size, pose, lighting, etc. The results show that
automatic systems perform very poorly, with top mean average precision around 0.030,
and top median average precision around 0.005. However, the experiment also shows that
interactive systems can reach a mean average precision of around 0.5 on the same data. This
clearly underlines the potential of interactive search and browsing approaches.

A somewhat related task, i.e., determining the location of images, was part of the Media-
Eval 2010 [70] benchmark. In the top runs, nearly half of the images were placed in a one
km radius of the target, however, most approaches relied only or mainly on tags provided
with the images.
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1.5 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter we have reviewed tools for browsing, navigating and organizing audiovisual
content in TV post-production. We find a broad range of tools for this purpose, ranging
from simple or extended video players, which are already widely used today, to much more
advanced approaches, that are based on various automatic analysis methods and provide
sophisticated user interfaces. Such tools are currently still research prototypes, partly be-
cause of the fact that the underlying content analysis methods are not robust enough for
production use. However, such tools have the potential to change workflows and enhance
productivity in TV post-production.

The graphical user interfaces of the tools directly influence user behavior patterns, as
is illustrated by the user action sequences we have modeled based on representative video
retrieval interfaces that have been surveyed in [98]. Each sequence models di↵erent user
interaction scenarios where users trigger di↵erent events while interacting with a given doc-
ument. Even though users might follow the same aim, i.e., finding documents of interests,
the interface design forces them to interact di↵erently. Sequence S2 (Click’n’Browse), for
example, shows that users can interact with video results without viewing the actual video.
In sequence S3 (Click-View-Explore’n’Slide), however, viewing a video is essential while in-
teracting with the results.

The review of benchmarking methods and results highlights two important facts. First,
fully automatic content based methods for organizing and cross-linking are limited in terms
of their performance, and providing additional metadata to support the process is too costly.
Benchmarking results show that finding reoccurring objects, persons and locations under gen-
eral conditions, as well as identifying complex dynamic events in video are hard problems.
Both are emerging research topics, and while we can expect significant progress in coming
years, the results are still not su�cient to be directly used in production. However, bench-
marking results also show that having the “human in the loop” can boost the results of such
tasks. This means that interactive browsing and navigation tools, combining content-based
methods with intelligent user interfaces, can already provide solutions to practical problems
in TV post-production workflows.

The second conclusion from the state of the art in benchmarking is that evaluating inter-
active search and browsing tools still poses open research questions. The focus of evaluation
is on automatic tasks, which is clearly a simpler problem, and tries to transfer these methods
also to interactive tools. However, this neglects many important aspects of browsing and
navigation tools.

Finally, there are new trends in TV production that also need to be reflected by future
content management tools. One is 3D TV, which at present means stereoscopic, but that
might change to a larger number of views or actual 3D information with future display
technologies. The consequence for post-production is that even more content has to be han-
dled, and that further properties of the content (e.g., the depth of objects) are relevant for
selection, and also need to be visualized appropriately. Another trend is the integration
of broadcast content with web and social media content, for example in Hybrid TV, i.e.,
delivering internet content together with the main audiovisual stream, or “Second Screen”
approaches, i.e., delivering personalized content related to the broadcast to devices such as
smart phones or tablets. While production tools for interactive TV, which have been thor-
oughly studied in the recent years, provide some relevant solutions, there are new challenges
in terms of content management. For example, not all information is local at the production
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site, but might be accessed from anywhere on the internet, and the content to be delivered
is potentially dynamically changing over time.
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